
D E F I N E D

SOCIAL NETWORK RECRUITMENT 





We make digital products which solve the big issues in 
Education, Employment and the wider Economy. Our tech 
recruitment product enables companies to easily search 
for people by aggregating data from across the internet 
to generate virtual profiles of the best people that match 
your requirements. 

We have made recruiting Science, Technology, Engineering 
and Maths talent as easy as performing a Google search. 
This ensures that you can rapidly identify the best people 
from millions of passive and active candidates.

We are Geek Talent

We help people make better decisions through digital innovation



Millions of people ready to be searched



We go far beyond simple CV databases and keyword 
matching technology to really understand what you 
are searching for. Our product builds on advanced data 
science, machine learning and statistical analysis to 
ensure that the right people always appear at the top 
of your search results.

Take us for a trial now to discover the most advanced 
people search engine on the planet. 

Driven by data science and machine 
learning

Discover the best talent faster with Geek Talent



Advanced skills analysis

Semantic search

We use advanced machine learning, statistics and natural language processing to cross 
validate data and understand people’s key skills. Our data science team have developed 

unique algorithms which truly simplify search.

We go beyond simple matching because we realise everyone describes themselves 
differently so yesterdayээээээээ’s keyword based search engine technology is not what you 

demand todayэээээ.ээ



The best candidates for you are already employed, 
most likely by a competitor. We continuously 
monitor people across multiple social platforms to 
ensure you contact the right person at the right 
time with the right opportunity. This avoids hours 
of wasted phone calls.

Our state of the art data collection, data mining 
and algorithmic advances will help you become 
super efficient and effective. 

Discover more candidates faster

Accelerate people search with Geek Talent



Aggregated and merged profiles

Hire available candidates

Public data from diverse sources across social networks and the internet is merged 
into one unique person profile that systematically captures their key features. This 

enables you to rapidly perform more targeted, focussed searches.

We help you discover passive candidates before they become available. You focus 
your job opportunities on the right people, saving days of wasted effort.



Build a unique knowledge base
Create multiple shortlists to track candidates who fit the role. Add notes to build up 
a unique knowledge base to be shared with whoever you like and exported to your 

existing HR systems.



T O D A Y

SIGN up

https://search.geektalent.com



Monitoring hundreds of data points

Over 100,000 profiles added daily. Thousands of updates every hour. 
Hundreds of data points checked every second. 



C O N T A C T  U S

Software Centre, Tavistock Place, Sunderland, SR1 1PB, United Kingdom

0191 562 3173 office@geektalent.com

www.geektalent.com


